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Construct validity of the Observable 

Movement Quality scale in paediatrics



Observable Movement
Quality
Motor development and motor learning

• Quantity of movements: the acquisition of new and 

more complex skills

• Quality of movements: demonstrated by more subtle 

characteristic e.g. accuracy, fluency, automatization of movements



Observable Movement
Quality

No standardized, generic instrument available to assess 

movement quality in children over time and for all age categories

Hinders: 

• comparability 

• longitudinal evaluation in clinical practice 

• education of observational skills for students in 

physiotherapy



Development of the 
OMQ scale
3-phase study

• Semi-structured interviews

• Meeting (using Nominal Group Technique)

• Delphy rounds

Final selection of items and their definitions



OMQ Scale

• Based on a conceptual construct

• 15 items, scored on 5-point Likert scale

• Filled in after assessment of age-specific 

discriminative motor test or disease-

specific test



Methode

• To determine the construct validity of the OMQ scale 

• Definition of 7 hypotheses conform COSMIN criteria

• Paediatric physiotherapist 

• Motor performance: age-appropriate motor test 

(z-scores)

• Movement quality: OMQ scale

• Classification for motor disabilities



Results
• n = 101 children (51 boys) 

• Mean age: 8 years and 6 months (SD 5 yr., 4 mth.)

• 56 children: severe motor disabilities

17 children: mild motor disabilities

• Motor performance test: 82 children

• BSID-III-NL (n = 21) mean z-score of  – 0.7 (SD = 1.6)

• MABC-2-NL (n = 42) mean z-score of – 1.6 (SD = 1.3)

• OMQ scale: 101 children 

• Mean score: 61.7 (SD = 11)



Results

Hypothesis 1

• Relationship severity of motor disabilities 
and OMQ total scores (n = 99)

• Comparison three independent groups: 
Jonckheere-Terpstra test
J = 2474.00, z = 7.13, p < 0.001, r = 0.72 

• Significant trend in data



Results

Hypothesis 2

• Relationship between OMQ total score 
and z-scores on motor tests (n = 63)

• Spearman’s rank correlation
rs = 0.595, 95% BCA CI [0.381, 0.750], p < 0.001

• Significant positive relationship 



Results
Hypotheses 3–6

• Existence of relationships between diagnoses 

and OMQ items

• Probabilities for low scores

• Cross-tabulation

• Pearson’s chi-square 

• All hypothesized relationships confirmed except 

for diagnosis ataxia and item 11 



Results
Hypothesis 7

• Difference between OMQ scores for 

children non-ambulant because of

• Neurological condition

• Fatigue caused by (e.g.) mitochondrial 

disease 

• Comparison two independent groups: 

Mann–Whitney test

U 56.5, z = –4.42, p < 0.001, r = 0.66

• Statically significant difference



Discussion
COSMIN taxonomy of measurement properties (Mokkink et al. 2010, 2018)

Validation measurement instruments: validity, reliability and responsiveness

• content validity (Janssen et al. 2012)

• structural validity and internal consistency  not relevant OMQ scale is a formative model

Sufficient construct validity

• 86% predefined hypotheses confirmed

Adequate sample size

• Underrepresentation of children with low strength regulation



Conclusion
• OMQ scale demonstrates sufficient construct validity

• The OMQ scale is valid and can be used in clinical practice

• Future studies

• Additional hypotheses testing

• in subgroup of children with neuromuscular diseases or syndromes 

• regarding items for muscle tone, strength regulation, timing of movements

• Multicentre study

• Reliability and Responsiveness of the OMQ scale
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